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Concerns on Dating with Matt Chandler
Concerns on Dating with Matt Chandler
Matt had been our current visitor from the Ask Pastor John podcast and replied ten concerns on singleness and
dating.
We have a complete large amount of concerns from young Christian women and men who will be “not yet married.
” Their period of life awakens numerous desires and hopes, uncertainties and insecurities, and tricky questions that
are pastoral.
To simply help get the right concerns, we called on three not-yet-married buddies whom provided time to taking into
consideration the challenges faced by singles: Lore Ferguson, Paul Maxwell, as well as the recently involved
Marshall Segal. We were left with these concerns:
1. Is My Boyfriend (or Girlfriend) Godly Adequate?
2. Is There “Too Fast” in Christian Dating?
3. Has Facebook Ruined Dating?
4. Should My Church Assist Me Get Hitched?
5. Do I need to Date a Godly Girl I Actually Do Not Find Attractive?
6. Should a Boyfriend “Lead” His Girlfriend?
7. Keys to Sexual Purity in Dating
8. Whenever Should A single Avoid Dating?
9. Dating and Marriage when it comes to Victims of Past Abuse
10. Just What Hope Does God Provide Lonely Singles?
Here are some can be an edited transcript associated with the complete discussion with Chandler. Please feel free
to browse for the questions that are relevant your lifetime.

Matter 1: Is My Boyfriend (or Girlfriend) Godly Adequate?
The Bible commands Christians to marry “in the Lord, ” that is, to marry other Christians (1 Corinthians 7:39; 2
Corinthians 6:14). However in each day whenever a great deal nominalism passes for authentic maturity, provide
us with a couple of easy markings of religious development that an individual must be looking in a possible partner.
I do believe what you are actually shopping for is severity about development in the faith that is person’s.
Therefore I think the church actually serves and assists Christian singles think about marriage and consider dating.
Inside the covenant community of faith, there ought to be those around somebody who can discuss about it their
reputation and if they are dedicated to growing into the Lord and sin that is putting death inside their life. And that is
what you are actually searching for. Can there be seriousness in this individual to develop inside their
understanding and relationship because of the Lord?
Because the things I have actually tragically discovered is that Christian singles hit an area of desperation,
especially ladies, and they’ll go: “Yeah, he could be a Christian, he involves church. ” And really just just what
they’re saying is it man comes to church maybe once or twice four weeks, but outside of going to a site, he
doesn’t have seriousness that is real growing in the comprehension of the father, growing in the comprehension of
the Bible, being truly a prayerful person, no vivication or mortification which can be spotted, with no person who
actually knows them adequate to talk with the rise within their character.
Now virtually speaking, this implies singles are searhing for out individuals to talk to their life. They’ve been being
discipled, whether that be organizationally or naturally, they just found an older man or an older woman and invited
that person to speak into their lives whether they are part of a church’s system for discipleship or. And I also think
those pieces are really a much safer measure than whether or not they highlight passages inside their Bible and
arrive to program each week.
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Question 2: Is There “Too Fast” in Christian Dating?
Is there any such thing as “too quick” in Christian relationship? How will you determine if a dating relationship is
going too rapidly emotionally, or too soon toward wedding?
My goal is to be genuine apprehensive about saying there was this kind of plain thing as “too fast. ” The things I
prefer to ask is it: What’s driving the rate? Then, yes if mere physical attraction or some kind of emotive, frilly, thisis-the-one weirdness is driving the speed. In the event that relationship is outpacing familiarity with character,
reputation, and understanding of godliness, then that is far too quick.
“Godliness is sexy to godly people. ”
But if you’re in a context by which you have actually watched the person’s godliness, you’ve got marveled at their
character, you’ve got rejoiced with what Jesus has been doing inside them and through them, then speed is not a
large factor.
We now have an employee person right right here whom came across and married her spouse in only a matter of
months. He had been watched by her do ministry in the Village. She knew their reputation. Exactly just just What
drove the speed ended up beingn’t a flare-up of thoughts — it wasn’t a concern with loneliness, or desperation, like
perhaps this really is my only shot. None of the. Instead, there clearly was understanding of their faithfulness to
God, their need to serve god, along with his severity concerning the things of Jesus.
We scarcely knew these were dating before these people were involved.

Concern 3: Has Facebook Ruined Dating?
In your experience, with what means has technology changed just how young adults date today? Do these trends
encourage or bother you?
When we are referring to a young man and a new girl that are earnestly dating, that have defined their relationship,
and whom understand they’ve been in an increasing and committed relationship with each other, then i do believe
technology produces an opportunity to encourage each other and also to link more often. Therefore, for the reason
that real means, I’m encouraged in what technology is offering.
Then i have a lot of concern about technology if, though, we are saying that technology has changed the game in
regards to how single young men and women approach one another, before that relationship is defined.
The capability to text or to tweet or even just write on someone’s wall surface enables you to flirt and tease without
there ever being truly a “what-exactly-is-this-relationship” moment. And thus, for the reason that respect, if you
have perhaps not founded exactly what the partnership is, i believe it could be hurtful to constantly be engaged
within the technical world, as opposed to the face-to-face world.
Therefore, on social media without any real clear “I’m pursuing you, ” any real clear desire to want to establish a
shared knowledge of this relationship, I have concerns if I think about my daughters, to have a young man
constantly texting them and constantly engaging them.
We see lots of our ladies during the Village Church have teased by dudes whom merely “like” every Facebook
post of theirs, or constantly text the young girl, without ever having defined the partnership.

Matter 4: Should My Church Assist Me Get Hitched?
So what can users of regional churches virtually do in order to help godly marriages take place, rather than just
telling males, “Man up and obtain your daily life together, ” and telling females, “Stop waiting around and become
active in your singleness? ” Just Just Just What part if the church community play in deciding whom as soon as to
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marry? Any advice for welcoming others as a relationship to that particular end?
I like this question because I’m such a large believer with what Jesus has called the covenant community of his
visitors to maintain a context that is local. I do believe the way in which neighborhood churches can virtually help
godly marriages take place outside of telling solitary males to “man up” and telling solitary females to “stop holding
out become active in your life that is single” though We do think there clearly was an area for telling solitary women
and men this….
But i believe that which we would you like to really do is work difficult inside our churches to generate a tradition of
discipleship. In this tradition, standard, the air we breathe, is the fact that older guys are seriously interested in
looking for more youthful guys to teach them; not only train them within the Bible, but actually train them with what it
appears to be prefer to use the Scriptures with their life. So what does it appear to be to provide, love, and
encourage your lady? So what does it seem like to romance her? So what does it appear to be to be a guy of
Jesus with regards to your spouse?
Myself, we attempt to repeat this insurance firms men that are single our house. Lauren will more often than not
prepare the meal. We shall assist set the dining table, then afterward that young man extends to assist me perform
some dishes. And that’s simply my means of going: “Hey, that is a means that I provide my spouse. ” Then, that I
try to make space for Lauren’s gifts while we do dishes, I tend to just talk about the ways.
Therefore, this really is a deliberate, natural sort of tradition of discipleship that i am hoping is woven in to the
lifetime of The Village. In addition, my hope will be that teenage boys would search for older males. And they have
been told by me before: Hound older males. Ask: could i be in your room? Anything you generally do, could I simply
come and join you for the reason that?
The selling point of youthfulness in churches can be so hefty and celebrated, yet I have discovered, with out a mix
that is good of, you are likely to get lopsided and silly. Additionally the worst feasible thing imaginable in my head is
a number of 24-year-olds sitting around dealing with life. Then i have high hopes for how that 24-year-old will see,
understand, and desire marriage if i can get that 24-year-old single guy with a 38-year-old married man.
Then again over the top of that we think everything you celebrate green singles promo code and just how you
celebrate is essential. Therefore, you want to commemorate marriages in the Village Church. And I would like to
commemorate people that have provided themselves up to make disciples, if they are hitched or otherwise not.
Within the “Beautiful Design” sermon show I completed this autumn, We wanted to constantly come returning to
solitary females and solitary males that have offered by by themselves up to make disciples and commemorate
their labors. Therefore, it is a lot more than me personally saying, “Hey, conquer your singleness. ” It is me
celebrating those perhaps not sitting around on Valentine’s Day attempting to be studied away for a film, but
having their lives wrung call at making disciples, because of their very own joy. These are typically nevertheless
marriage that is desiring and desiring a partner, however they are perhaps perhaps not sitting on the arms until
they have one.
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